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Country Profile

Country 

Australia is an island of continental scale with an area of 7.682.300 

square kilometres - the largest English-speaking country in the Southern 

Hemisphere and the 6th largest country in the world (roughly the 

same size as the 48 mainland states of the US). It is the home country 

of nearly 22.8 million people (2012 est.), many of them of immigrant 

background. A true melting pot as Australia harbours migrants from 

approx. 160 diferent countries. Australia is a federal state. he capital of 

Australia is Canberra (358.222 inhabitants, in 2011). Other main cities 

are Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Cairns, Darwin and Perth. Besides 

being the least densely populated country on earth – only 2 people per 

square kilometre – its cities are among the most urbanised. Australia is 

a lat country with ancient plateau, some of which are 330 metres above 

sea level. In the west and south the Indian Ocean forms the natural 

border, in the east the Coral and Tasman Seas, and in the north there is 
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First you need to understand Australia is a migrant nation. 

Multiculturalism is not just a word here, it carries a meaning. he 

similarities with other Western cultures, even the shared English 

language with the UK and the US, provide a false sense of security. For 

example Australians and Americans both seem very egalitarian. But 

Americans are more likely to be impressed by titles, and seek respect for 

their own titles. Australians, on the other hand, are less likely to accept 

that someone is outstanding based on their title. hey do not respond 

well to being told that someone is ‘very good’. Australians prefer to meet 

the person and form their own judgment. 

Down under likes a down-to-earth approach. he pioneering spirit has 

left them with a desire to be in control. Australians grew up believing 

that they will need to ‘do it for themselves’. Negativism is not accepted 

here. Despite the belief that they are individually responsible for their 
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A high salary level does not say much about what a person can aford. 

A comparison of purchasing power based on net income is more useful, 

since it takes account of what remains after tax and social security 

deductions. Purchasing power, the relationship between income and the 

cost of your shopping basket, gives an idea of what can be bought in a 

certain country with a particular level of income. We also give you an 

indication of regular rent prices because accommodation always takes up 

a large part of your salary, certainly if you are looking for a short-term 

lease.

he rent prices include all ancillary costs. Some caution is however 

required when directly comparing rents as the apartments may vary 

considerable from city to city in terms of size, comfort and location. 
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Individuals looking for work in Australia should use a variety of job 

searching methods. Relying only on newspapers is not the only way 

to go, as there is a large proportion not advertised in the newspaper. 

Approximately, 70-80 percent of job vacancies are not advertised. 

However, this is not to say individual job seekers should disregard the 

newspapers - they deinitely should use them! But they should seek more 

widely and use various methods.

he main newspapers to look for include ‘he Australian’ (national), 

‘Sydney Morning Herald’ (New South Wales), ‘he Age’ (Victoria), ‘he 

Canberra Times’ (New South Wales), ‘he Courier Mail’ (Queensland) 

and ‘he West Australian’ (Western Australia). he Saturday editions are 

illed with vacancies.

Other methods which have proved they are successful are networking, 

direct approaches to employers, recruitment agencies and the 
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1. Which business strategy applies for Australia?

a. A strategy according to a planning of between 1 to 2 years.

b. A strategy according to a planning of 3 to 5 years.

c. A strategy based on a planning made by the top of the organisation.

d. A strategy based on intuition and good feelings.

2. In Australia team orientation is strongly developed.

a. True?

b. False?

3. When attending a business meeting in Australia be aware of the  

 following:

a. Meetings in Australian businesses are very strict and formal.

b. Decision-making is the key activity during a business meeting.

c. Meetings start with some small talk. 

d. Meetings are not strict, even being on time is not a necessity.

4.  Australians take punctuality very seriously. 

a. True?

b. False?
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Quiz

Q To test your understanding of this ELM Guide on Australia

Management culture & job hunting in Australia


